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Waterproof HR binocular

* 45mm objective lenses
* 8x magnification
* Fully Multicoated,
* Waterproof, nitrogen filled
* High resolution
* Fast central focussing
* Rugged construction, rubber armour
* Rubber eye cups

Optical Hardware Elinor 8x45 Binocular

* Ultra-wide 8.3 degree field of view

[ Elinor - Old English / Celtic - The meaning of light ]

Designed for Birdwatching and Nature,
the Elinor has it all.
Bak4 prisms, 8x magnification with ultra wide 8.3 degree
field of view, provides a high resolution
comfortable and incredibly stable image.
Using 45mm objectives instead of the usual 40/42mm
provides increased brightness, allowing the
Elinor to be used in lower light conditions, yet
she has a weight of under 900g.
Other features include huge eyepiece lenses
for very comfortable, long eye relief viewing.
Rubber eyecups allow the Elinor to be used easily
with glasses on or glasses off.
The body has tough rubber armour and is
fully waterproof. Nitrogen filling ensures no fogging
even in the dampest conditions and extremes
of temperature.
All lens surfaces are fully multicoated further enhancing
brighness and clarity. Optical Hardware's broad
lightband transmission ensures incrediblly accurate
colour rendition.
Case and strap included, and if required the
Elinor can be mounted on a tripod.
Every Elinor model is fully checked and tested in
the UK before despatch and is backed by the
Optical Hardware 30 year guarantee
Size approx 175mm x 155mm x 65mm
Approx. weight : 890g
Optical Hardware Ltd
Unit 30, Mount Osborne, Oakwell Veiw, Barnsley S71 1HH
Tel : 01226 203275 Fax: 01226 732977

* 30 year guarantee

* Case and strap included

Guide retail prices
including VAT

Elinor 8x45 for birdwatching, nature and Outdoor
Elinor
8x45
Binocular

£

129.00

We also offer a 7x50 version offering incredibly
good low light prerformanace, excellent for
night sky.
Elinor
7x50
Binocular

£

169.00

The Elinor 10x50 is a more powerful
optic for general purpose work
Elinor
10x50
Binocular

£

189.00

All Elinor models offer high resolution, bright and wide
in a tough and waterprood body.
Case is included
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